THE INFOSYS PORTAL SOLUTION

Accelerating portal solution development with a pre-built suite of components

What is the Infosys Portal Solution?
Infosys Portal Solution is a set of pre-built use cases developed on top of the Liferay stack, which offers reusable and flexible templates, themes, web analytics integration, and various solution components to accelerate solution development. The Infosys Portal Solution enables Liferay developers to accelerate solution development using production-ready components and reduces time-to-market with high quality deliverables. The Infosys iPortal has a pre-built site, portlets, web content structures, workflows, and pre-integrated collaboration features for quicker time-to-market with increased developer productivity.

Supported Platforms: Liferay 6.2 EE and Liferay 6.2 CE

Infosys Portal Solution: Value proposition
A high-level list of solution components for the Infosys Portal Solution is shown below.
A full-featured Infosys Portal Solution has the following enterprise-ready components:

1. Responsive bootstrap-enabled iPortal theme
2. Pre-built site with login, welcome, solutions, services, products, support, blog, FAQ, contact, news, and About pages
3. Application display templates
4. Configurable auto-hide navigation menu
5. Enhanced multistep workflow
6. 13 ready-to-use custom page layouts
7. 10 ready-to-use custom structures and templates
8. Bootstrap home page carousel
9. Offers pre-integrated chat and Google Web Analytics module
10. Home page tiles
11. Footer (simple)
12. Footer (social)
13. Graph (bar)
14. Graph (pie)

The key value proposition of the platform is given below.

Infosys Portal Solution: Value Proposition

- Reduce time-to-market for web content-based campaign launches whilst minimizing costs and improving reuse
- Reduce development and testing effort by reusing iPortal components
- Solution enhances in-built portal components to provide contemporary look and feel through themes and RWD components

Accelerated developments

Quality

Forward looking technologies

Faster Cheaper Better

Solution delivery optimization

Benefits

Average % cost reduction: 15%**
Average % effort reduction: 20%**
Average % reduction in time-to-market: 15%**

** This is indicative number for best possible scenario.

For more information, you can get in touch with shailesh_shivakumar@infosys.com and Rahul_Krishan@infosys.com

For more information, contact askus@infosys.com
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